Justin has been an outstanding student throughout this unprecedented term. He has embraced each assignment with creativity, thoughtfulness, and criticality. His passion for the field of media studies and media production shines through all that he does. He regularly makes important connections between our class and the complex world of media representation around us. I hope that Justin continues to tell important stories and contributes to our cultural imaginary in the thoughtful and insightful manner with which he approaches his academic work.

Justin’s Words of Gratitude
Truly thank you for the honor of this award. I would not be receiving this without the loyal encouragement and support of my parents, friends, and mentors. Specifically Alex Gross who's dreams/aspirations inspire me, Stephen Davega for his constant demand for quality, Sara Kettering for helping me stay humble and honest, Natalie Grace's genuine encouraging words, and God's faithfulness even when I fail. So many other people I am so grateful for. You all know who you are, you all make a difference in my life. Thank you.